Lesson Plan
LESSON INFORMATION
Lesson Title:
Author (may use alias for sharing): Carolyn Wilhelm
This Lesson was Designed for (select at least 1):
❐ Group of students with a Lexile reading measure range of: 390-540L
❐ Text 490L
●
●

Name of Text: Owl at Home
Lexile text measure: 490L

Lesson Rationale: How does knowledge of the text’s Lexile text measure and/or knowledge of the student group’s
Lexile reading measures inform your instructional planning for this lesson?

Standards Addressed: What district or state standards were addressed in this lesson?
Minnesota Key Ideas and Details
2.1.1.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to demonstrate
understanding of key details in a text.
Minnesota Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
1.1.7.7 Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.

Essential Questions: Write 1-3 essential questions addressed in this lesson.
How do I find the or lesson (moral) in this story?
What do Owl’s decisions mean for the consequences?
What examples from the text describe how the character (Owl) responded to challenges in the story?

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Lesson Background: What is the context of this lesson with regards to your students and curriculum? What do
teachers need to know before implementing this lesson?
This lesson is for grade one or two, and teachers should print pages as wanted from the student PDF. Some pages
could be used with small groups or given for independent work as is best for classroom differentiation.

Lesson Vocabulary: What new or important key words do students need to know for this lesson?
The words on Find a Book for Owl at Home include:
toast, owl, short, pea, kettle, edge, rest, wide, supper, tea
If not know previously: who, what, when, where, why, and how
The matching game for book vocabulary is in the student handout.
Lesson Description: Describe all steps and key activities in this lesson from a teacher’s perspective.
After a teacher read aloud of the book, the materials may be used in a variety of ways. After using the
materials, individual reading conferences would be held for students to ask and answer who, what, when,

where, why, and how questions.
Page 3 Illustrated Vocabulary Student Page
Student will trace vocabulary words. This page may be projected, used in small groups, or assigned
as independent work.
Pages 4-7 Owl at Home Vocabulary Matching Cards This game may be introduced and placed in a reading
center for advanced readers, and used in small group for teacher directed learning.
Page 8 Owl at Home Circle the Answer Work Page
This page has reading although it may be used by children who are emergent readers as it is a circle the
pictures page. More advanced readers could finish it independently.
Page 9 Word Sound Coloring page
Owl has the sound “ow” which is made by other letters, and sometimes “ow” does not make the sound as in
Owl. It's called Snow Plow and features the two sounds of OW: the long o and the ou sound.
Page 10 Sequencing Cut and Paste Work Page
Again, this page is images, and students may be able to work independently or with the teacher in a small
group.
Pages 11-13 Answer Keys
Page 14 Rubric for Individual Reading Conferences
Page 15 Coloring Page for the art center for fast finishers.
Teachers will select from pages provided as needed for their own classrooms.

Materials/Technology Needed:
Owl at Home by Arnold Lobel
Download the PDF, print any student pages wanted, prepare the vocabulary game
Link to any Lesson Materials:
Student Owl at Home Work Pages and Vocabulary Game
Follow-Up Assignments, Enrichment, or Additional Resources:
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Name ___________________ Date ________
Trace the vocabulary words.

toast

owl

toast
short

owl
peas

short
kettle

peas

kettle
rest

edge
wide

rest
supper

wide
tea

supper

tea

edge

tea

toast

pea

owl

short

kettle

wide

rest

supper
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a hot drink
made with
dried
crushed
leaves of the
tea plant

sliced
bread
browned
on
both sides
by heat

a spherical
green
seed that
Is eaten
as a
vegetable

a nocturnal
bird of
prey with
a facial disc
and a
hooting call

measuring
a small
distance
from
end to end

a container
in which
water is
boiled, having
a lid, spout,
and handle

more than
average
width

stop work
or
movement
to relax,
sleep, or
feel better

an
evening
meal,
usually
Informal
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edge
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the
outside
limit of an
object, area,
or surface
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Name _______________________ Date ____________
Color words and pictures with the ow sound (but maybe
not the same spelling) as in Owl.

Which is next?
Name _______________________

1
2
3
4
5

Owl Knowledge

Name _____________________________ Date _________
1. When Owl invited winter in, what did winter do?
blew out the fire made a snowman

ate hot soup

sat quietly by
the fire

drank hot cocoa
and behaved

read a book
to Owl

Owl’s feet

balloons

2. What were the strange bumps in Owl’s bed?
a monster

snowballs

cups of tea

a boy’s feet

3. Circle the picture of the first chapter.

Name _______________________ Date ____________
Color words and pictures with the ow sound (but maybe
not the same spelling) as in Owl.

Owl Knowledge

Name _____________________________ Date _________
1. When Owl invited winter in, what did winter do?
blew out the fire made a snowman

ate hot soup

sat quietly by
the fire

drank hot cocoa
and behaved

read a book
to Owl

Owl’s feet

balloons

2. What were the strange bumps in Owl’s bed?
a monster

snowballs

cups of tea

a boy’s feet

3. Circle the picture of the first chapter.

Which is next? Answers
Name _______________________

1
2
3
4
5

Standard: RL.2.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.

I Can Statements
I can tell who, what,
when, where, why
and how after
reading stories.
4.0
I can explain more
than just answer who,
what, why, when,
where, why, and how
questions.
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Essential Questions
1. How do I find the or lesson
(moral) in this story?
2. What do Owl’s decisions mean
for his consequences?
3. What examples from the text
describe how the character (Owl)
responded to challenges in the
story?

3.0

Text Owl at Home
Owl at Home
Author Arnold Lobel
490L

2.0

I can ask or answer
I can answer who,
who, what, when,
what, when, and
where, why, and how where, questions.
questions after
reading the book.

Vocabulary
toast, owl, short, pea,
kettle, edge, rest,
wide, supper, tea

1.0
With support, I can
ask or answer who,
what, why, when, and
where questions.
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subject to the penalties of the Digital millennium Copyright Act. This is a free
educational resource.
The Owl at Home clipart was created by Surfer Kids.

Artist credits below and on the next page.
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